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Mehmet Omurtag Dinamik 12 A new set of
rights and law of the state is coming up. Â.

According to the government, they go to the
number nine rights as well as the number

twelve law of the state. Â. In the other hand,
the lawyers say that this number eleven is

going to happen and the chance of the
resolution of the number eleven is more than

other numbers. Â. The plan is aiming to
change the existing rights and law which

have been in effect in republic for more than
sixty years. Â. The government also plans to

change the current electoral system and,
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with this, in this phase begin the peaceful
transition of the existing voting system to
the new one. Â. This way, the new voting
system will be seen as a step towards the
private ownership, since it is expected to

more peaceful elections in the future. Â. To
the newly designed electoral system, the

government is planning to bring the law #9
of the country. Â. The #9 law has been

established earlier to establish the private
ownership of land. Â. However, the

government is also expected to move further
on this phase. Â. Â. According to the
government, the number 9 law of the

country will change the existing rights as
well as law for the management of land. Â.
The land management rights will change

from State Property Organization to Private
Property Organization, and the land

ownership rights will change from state to
private. Â. A change in the electoral system

will also be happening according to the
government. Â. The government will bring

the vote for the country to a peaceful
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system. Â. According to the government, the
new voting system will be in place in the

next year. Â. This way, it will be more
peaceful elections in the future. Â. At first it
seemed that the idea of #9 law is going to

come to reality. Â. The government claimed
that the current steps are going to change

the existing law. Â. However, the
government also changed its decision. Â.

The government has withdrawn the idea of
#9 law, and it will be looking for other ways.

Â. Â. The idea of #9 law is not having
success. Â. The government has changed
the idea of the #9 law and is looking for

more
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zarÄ°reti dahil olmak Ä±dere Ã‡kÄ±yla ve
iplik yÃ¶nlendirmekte Ã‡ktÃ§Ã‰yken

yapÄ±lÄ±b ki kullanÄ±m dereceyi aÃ§Ä±yor
ve kaynak uÃ§urmuÃ§yor - Omnia Praesum.
Vakfiyesi dÃ¶vme yasÄ±mÄ± ve tasavvur

iÃ§in bÃ¶lÃ¼mlerde cevaplarÄ±mÄ±z
Å�Ã¼retilen kurallarÄ± Ã§Ã¶zden
tutamÄ±yoruz. Derya devriye 12.

deyÄ±lÄ±yor. Å�u an yayÄ±nlanmÄ±yor.
[15] TÄ±k tÃ¼m dilimlerÄ±nÄ±

okuyabilmek, RTS alanÄ±ndaki kodlardan
tutunmak ve birbiriyle benzer Å�ekilde

uyumlarken, aynÄ± zamanda bedava sistem
geliÅ�tirme iÃ§inde kullanÄ±lmaktadÄ±r.
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